
Handout 27: CHeCklist for using pHotograpHy to doCument gender-based violenCe

 »Consider the patient and obtain informed consent: Many survivors will be uncomfortable, unhappy, 
tired or embarrassed. Communicate the role of photography and obtain informed consent for the procedure.

 » Identification: Each photograph must identify the subject, the date and the time that the photograph was 
taken. The photographs should be bound with a note stating how many photographs make up the set. Ideally, a 
new roll of film should be used for each subject; alternatively, there should be a clear indication of where a new 
series commences.

 » Scales: A photograph of the colour chart should commence the sequence of photographs. Scales are vital to 
demonstrate the size of the injury. They may be placed in the horizontal or vertical plane. Photographs should be 
taken with and without a scale.

 »Orientation: The first photograph should be a facial shot for identification purposes; this may not be required 
if the photographs have been adequately identified (see above). Subsequent shots should include an overall shot 
of the region of interest followed by close-up shots of the specific injury or injuries.

 »Chain of custody: This should be logged as for other forensic evidence.
 » Security: Photographs form part of a patient record and as such should be accorded the same degree of 

confidentiality. Legitimate requests for photographs include those from investigators and the court. If, however, 
a copy is made for teaching purposes, the consent of the subject or his/her parents/guardian should be obtained.

 » Sensitivity: The taking of photographs (of any region of the body) is considered to be inappropriate behaviour 
in some cultures and specific consent for photography (and the release of photographs) may be required. 
Consent to photography can only be obtained once the patient has been fully informed about how, and why, the 
photographs will be taken. The briefing should also explain how this material may be used (e.g. released to police 
or courts and cited as evidence).
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